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Abstract 

A labelling of the edges of a graph is called vertex-colouring if the labelled degrees of the 
vertices yield a proper colouring of the graph. In this paper, we show that such a labelling is 
possible from the label with numbers of the set { }3,2,1  for all graphs not containing 
components with exactly 2 vertices. 
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___________________________________________________________________ 

1. Introduction 

All graphs in this note are simple and the numbers of vertices are 
finite. For notation is not defined here we refer the reader to [4]. For 
some ,N∈k  let ( ) { }k,,2,1: →GEf  be an integer labelling of the 
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edges of a graph ( ) ( )( ),, GEGVG =  which have n vertices. This labelling 

is called edge labelling if the labelled degrees ( )ji
n

ijji vvfS ∑ ≠=
= ,1:  for 

all integer ni ≤≤1  of the vertices yield a proper vertex-colouring of the 
graph; (i.e., s,iS  the sum of the edge labels of vertex ,iv  where ni ≤≤1  

that it is a vertex colour of iv ). It is easy to see that for every graph 

which does not have a component isomorphic to ,2K  there exists such a 

labelling for some integer positive .k  In 2002, Karonski et al. (see [6, 10]) 
conjectured that such a labelling with 3=k  is possible for all such 
graphs ( 2=k  is not sufficient as seen for instance in complete graphs 
and cycles of length not divisible by four). At first constant bound of 

30=k  was proved by Addario-Berry et al. [1], which was later improved 
to 16=k  in 2008 by Addario-Berry et al. [2], 13=k  by Wang and  Yu 
[11]; and to 6=k  by Kalkowski et al. [8]; and Kalkowski et al. 
introduced the best bound for 5=k  in [9]. 

In this paper, we show a completely different approach by 
introducing an algorithm for labelling that improves the bound to ,3=k  

that it is finally value for k  in the all graphs which are simple and finite. 
The following theorem is the main result of this paper. 

Theorem 1.1. For every graph G without components isomorphic to the 
complete graph ,2K  there is a labelling ( ) { },3,2,1: →GEf  such that 

the induced vertex weights ( )ji
n

ijji vvfS ∑ ≠=
= ,1:  properly colour ( ).GV  

Conjecture 1.2. As above notation, there are distinct numbers of 
,1,s, niSi ≤≤  of a graph G of order n, for a 1-2-3-edge labelling and 

vertex colours. 

Conjecture 1.3. For all graph G of order n, there are the ( )Gχ  numbers 

of ,1,s, niSi ≤≤  with this 1-2-3-edge labelling and vertex colours, 

where ( )Gχ  is the number colours of the vertices on the graph G. 
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2. The Method and Algorithms 

In this section, we introduce two algorithms on a graph ( )EVG ,=  of 
order n. At the first algorithm, we present a vertex ordering on a 
connected components of G, which we call it the ordering algorithm and 
in continue in the second algorithm we label the edges which their 
vertices be named by the ordering algorithm and this is the labelling 
algorithm. We now express the first one. 

2.1. The ordering algorithm 

At first we order all vertices according to their degrees with a 
descending sequence as follow: 

{ ( ) ( ) ( ) } { ( ) ( ) ( )} { ( ) ( ) ( ) }t
n

tt
tnn t

uuuLuuuLuuuL ,,,,,,,,,,,, 21
22

2
2

12
11

2
1

11 21
………… ===  

in which ( ( ) ) j
j

i au =deg  for tj ,,2,1 …=  and { ,,max,,2,1 21 nni …=  

}., tn…  We call kL  as the th-K  layer, so the degree of all of vertices in 

th-K  layer is ,ka  it is trivial that .1 nnj
t
j =∑ =

 We have <<≤ ta1  

.1naa 12 −≤<  We want to establish an one-to-one corresponding 

between { ( ) ( ) ( )} { ,,,,, 21
11

2
1

11 21211 ++++++++
+++

+ ↔=
+ jjj nnnnnn

j
n

jj
j vvuuuL ………  

}., 121 ++++ jnnnv ……  In the first step, we select an arbitrary vertex in 1L  

and call it as 1v  and if there exist the another vertex in 1L  and it is 
adjacent to 1v  we call it .2v  Otherwise (i.e., there exist some vertices in 

1L  and they are not adjacent to 1v ) we select one of them arbitrary and 

call it as .2v  In continuation, we find a vertex in 1L  like ( )1
ru  by the 

following priority and we call it ,3v  

( ) ( )1
ru−  is adjacent to 1v  and ,2v  

( ) ( )1
ru−  is adjacent to 1v  and it is not adjacent to ,2v  

( ) ( )1
ru−  is adjacent to 2v  and it is not adjacent to ,1v  

( ) ( )1
ru−  is not adjacent to 1v  and ,2v  
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we call ( ) ,3
1 vur =  respectively. And go on this process till all of the 

vertices in 1L  are named as .,,, 121 nvvv …  

In the second layer, we continue the above process with 2L  in other 

words we select a vertex in 2L  like ( )2
su  with the following priority and 

call it ,11+nv  

( ) ( )2
su−  is adjacent to ,,,, 121 nvvv …  

( ) ( )2
su−  is adjacent to 121 1,,, −nvvv …  and it is not adjacent to ,1nv  

 

( ) ( )2
su−  is not adjacent to ,,,, 121 nvvv …  

in each of the above cases we set ( ) ,1
2

1+= ns vu  respectively. And go on 

this process till all of the vertices in 2L  are named as ,,, 21 11 …++ nn vv  

.21 nnv +  Finally, each of the vertices in the all of layers are named and 

established the following one-to-one corresponding: 

{ ( ) ( ) ( )} { },,,,,,, 11 21
11

2
1

1 nn vvvuuu …… ↔  

{ ( ) ( ) ( )} { },,,,,,, 21112 21
22

2
2

1 nnnnn vvvuuu +++↔ ……  

{ ( ) ( ) ( )} { },,,,,, 21121121 2121 tttt nnnnnnnnn
t

n
tt vvvuuu +++++++++++ −−

↔ …………  

in which .21 nnnn t =+++ …  

For example, we consider the following graph and apply the ordering 
algorithm to call its vertices (see Figure 1). 

The vertices of degree of { } { ( ) ( )}.,,:8 1
2

1
11 uubaL ==  

The vertices of degree of { } { ( ) ( ) ( )}.,,,,:5 2
3

2
2

2
12 uuuedcL ==  

The vertices of degree of { } { ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) }.,,,,,,:4 3
4

3
3

3
2

3
13 uuuuihgfL ==  
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The vertices of degree of { } { ( ) ( ) ( )}.,,,,:3 4
3

4
2

4
14 uuulkjL ==  

The vertices of degree of { } { ( )}.:2 1
55 umL ==  

 

 

Figure 1. Solution of ordering algorithm for example in this figure. 
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So in the first step we have ,, 21 bvav ==  the next step since c is 

adjacent to 1v  and 2v  so cv =3  also in this layer there exist d, e but 

none of them are not adjacent to ,1v  they are adjacent to ,2v  therefore we 

set dv =4  or ,4 ev =  etc. 

At the end of this process, we have 

,,,,,,,,, 987654321 ivhvgvfvevdvcvbvav =========  

mvlvvjv ==== 13121110 ,,, k  (see Figure 2). 

 

1.eps 

Figure 2. Solution of labelling algorithm for example in Figure 1. 

Definition 2.1. For a vertex ( )nivi ≤≤1  the latest edge jivv  is an edge 

of the graph G such that ( ) ( ) ( ).,degdeg GEvvvv ij ∈∀≤ kk  

2.2. The labelling algorithm 

After the run of ordering algorithm, we assign the number 3 to all of 
edges that incident to ,1v  and calculate .1S  Then continue with vertex 

,2v  and assign the number 3 to each edge that it incident to 2v  and it 

has not labelled before, then calculate .2S  If Evv ∈/21  or ,21 SS ≠  then 
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go to vertex .3v  Otherwise Evv ∈21  and ,12 SS =  in this case we 

subtract one unit from the latest edge of 2v  that has label 3, so 

112 −= SS  and continue with vertex ,3v  i.e., we assign 3 to all of edges 

with endpoint 3v  that they were not labelled before. 

If Evv ∈31  and ,13 SS =  then as before we subtract one unit from 

the latest edge of 3v  which it has not the label 1. Similarly if Evv ∈23  

and ,32 SS =  we do the same process then we have .123 −= SS  

We continue this process for vertex .14, −≤≤ nivi  Label every 

edge of iv  that is not labelled with 3. If there exist an index ( )ijj <≤1  

such that Evv ji ∈  and ,ji SS =  that subtract one unit from the latest 

edge of ,iv  that is labelled with number other one, and do as above. In 

the other words, we do calculate the new iS  by verify ( )mivvf  such that 

Evv mi ∈  for .nmi ≤<  

Suppose that there is no such vertex ,, nmivm ≤<  adjacent with 

vertex iv  such that the edge mivv  have a label 1. It means that 

,, nmim ≤<∀  if Evv mi ∈  we have ( ) .1=mivvf  Then find the first 

vertex lv  before of the vertex ,iv  where ,1≥> li  and subtract one unit 

from the latest edge of the vertex lv  and check the condition of iv  with 

the vertices adjacent and verify .lS  Now, we start the process for the 

vertex 1+lv  without changed the edge labelling and sum of the labelling 

for all vertices livi ≤≤1,  and continue this process as above until the 

last vertex .1−nv  As an example see the following Figure 3, and finally 

Figure 4. 
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2.eps 

Figure 3. The 1-2-3-edge labelling and vertex colours of Figure 1. 

 

Figure 4. The 1-2-3-edge labelling for graph K3 and K4 by the special 
algorithm on .nK  

In the end of this section, we exhibit the following definition: 

Definition 2.2. A subset of the vertices of a graph G that have the same 
degree ia  is called a layer i. 
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Definition 2.3. Let ( )EVG ,=  be a graph. The number of error of the 

vertex v of G which we denote by ,vER  is the number of adjacent vertex 

of v that are labelled before v, and also sum of their labels is equal to vS  

in the self step of the algorithm. 

Definition 2.4. Let ( )EVG ,=  be a graph with .nV =  For a vertex v 

of G that is i-th in the ordering of the algorithm, define vX  to be the 

number of vertices that are adjacent and before of v. 

It is easy to see that 1−≤ iXv  and ( ),deg vXv ≤  and also vv XER ≤  

for every vertex v. 

In the next section, we first prove the algorithms in the special case 
of the complete graph .nK  

3. Special Case of the Algorithm on nK  

That is trivial that the run of the algorithms in a regular graph 
specially in the complete graphs is harder than to any other graphs, 
because these graphs have one layer. In the following lemma, we will 
show that the algorithms are correct for the complete graph .nK  

Lemma 3.1. There exists an edge-labelling with numbers 1, 2, and 3 for 
the complete graph nK  with n vertices such that the sum of the labels in 

all vertices is different. 

Proof of Lemma 3.1. First we express the algorithm for ,nK  because in 

the next section we will use the lower bound in the general case. These 
algorithms calculate the maximum sum that there exist for all vertices of 
the graph G. Indeed this lower bound is for the regular graphs, which is 
the harder case and here we have only one layer. We will prove that the 
lower bound of nS  in the complete graph nK  is .2+≥ nSn  
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3.1. Algorithm for graph nK  

Since all vertices of nK  are adjacent with together and they have the 

same degree ,1−n  so we don’t need to run the ordering algorithm, we 

consider the second algorithm only. Mark the vertices with numbers 
,,,2,1 n…  we introduce the modified version of the above algorithm for 

the complete graph .nK  

Label every edges of 1v  with 3, so .331 −= nS  For the vertex ,2v  

label every edge that is not labelled before, with 3, and label edge nvv2  

with 2, and then we have .432 −= nS  For the vertex ,3v  label every 

edge as above and label edge nvv3  with 1, so .533 −= nS  For the vertex 

,4v  labelled every edge that is not labelled, with 3 and label edge nvv4  

with 1, and label edge 14 −nvv  with 2, so ( ) .3134 −−= nS  

For ,14 −≤≤ ni  we continue this process for every vertex ,iv  in 

which we subtract one unit from the latest edges (which are not equal to 1) 
so that .11 −= −ii SS  Now we consider two cases. 

● If i is even, that is ,2mi =  then set 111 ==== +−− mninini vvvvvv  

and label other edges with 3. Now, if 1−≠ ii SS  continue this process for 

,1+iv  otherwise when ,1−= ii SS  then set ,2=−mnivv  and we have 

.11 −= −ii SS  

● If i is odd, that is ,12 += mi  then we set === −1nini vvvv  

11 =+−mnivv  and ;2=−mnivv  and label other edges with 3. Now if  

,1−≠ ii SS  we go to the vertex 1+iv  and we continue as above. If 

,1−= ii SS  then we set ,1=−mnivv  and hence .11 −= −ii SS  

Finally, we obtain ,,,, 21 nSSS …  for .,,, 21 nvvv  Therefore, all 

edges of the complete graph nK  labelled with 1, 2, and 3 and having the 

desired property. In fact, for the graph ,nK  we find n series with finite 
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sequences of numbers 1, 2, and 3. In the other words, for every 

nii ≤≤1,  set ( )ji
n
ji vvfS ∑ =

= 1:  such that ( ) 0=iivvf  and 

( ) { }3,2,1∈jivvf  for .ji ≠  Then 

( ) ( ).131 121 −≤<<<<≤− − nSSSSn nn  

So it is sufficient to show that we can find such labelling for integer n 

such that { } .1min 1 −≥= = nSS n
iin  

Now we will show that ,2+≥ nSn  where ,4≥n  and this means 

that “we can label one edge of the vertex nv  with 3, one edge with 2 and 

3−n  edges with 1”. 

For ,2,1=n  there is no such edge-labelling, so .3≥n  Also for the 

set of size less than 3, such an edge-labelling not exist. But for ,3=n  we 

will have the edge 32vv  with label 1 and the edge 31vv  with 2 and the edge 

21vv  with 3. Since for ;4≥n  we have <<<≤+<− −121 nn SSnn  

( ),1312 −≤< nSS  it is sufficient to show that −<−≤− nnSS n 2621  

.32521 2 −<−<−⇒ nnSS n  

Now we prove this by induction on n. If ,4=n  then G is the complete 

graph 246, 44 +≥=SK  and ,54236842 −×=<−=− SS  see 

Figure 3. 

Now suppose that it holds for the complete graph ( ).,1 EVKn ′′=−  

Hence ( ) ,7251212 −=−−≤′−′ − nnSS n  where that iS′  is sum of the 

edge labels of ( )jiijii vvfSv ∑ ≠
=′  and Evv ji ′∈  and ( ) { }.3,2,1∈jivvf  

Finally, we are ready to label the complete graph ,nK  and calculate 

each iS  for all vertices ( ),1 nivi ≤≤  by running the algorithm. So we 

have ,43,33 21 −=−= nSnS  and so on. 
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Remove the vertex 1v  of the graph .nK  Suppose that 1R  is the sum 

of labels of vertex 1u  in the subgraph ,1−nK  which vertex 1u  is the 

vertex 2v  on the graph .nK  So we will have ,31 −= +ii SR  and 

( )( ) ,733113321 −=−−−=−= nnSR  such that for the vertex ,1u  

.111 −′= SR  Since 22 =nvv  in the graph ,nK  add the number 1 to the 

label of the latest edge 11 −nuu  of the vertex ,1u  and modify 

( ) .1731 +−= nR  

For the vertex 2u  add one number to its latest edge ,12 −nuu  because 

.122 −′= SR  So the new sum is .731332 −=+−= nSR  

On the other hand, for the vertex ,1−nv  since ,31 −=− nn SR  we can 

add 2 numbers to two edges of ,1−nK  so that we have .1 nn SS <′ −  Thus 

for adding two edges to it we have .1231 −=+−=− nnn SSR   

The relations 232 −= SR  and ;11 −=− nn SR  imply that 

( ) .1272512 312 +−−=−≥−=−− − nn SSRRnn  

Since by run of the labelling algorithm on the −−−= 3,1, 223 SSSKn  

.7221 2 −≤−−=+ nSSS nn  Therefore .522 −≤− nSS n  The proof is 

now complete for .nK  

 We encourage the readers to see other references [3-5] on the edge-
labelling and Vertex-coloring of the complete graph .nK  

4. Main Results: The Proof of Theorem 1.1 

We prove that, there is an edge-labelling with number 1, 2, and 3 for 
any connected component ( )EVG ,=  with n vertices of a graph H, such 

that sum of the edge-labels on adjacent vertices are not equal. 

It is obvious that for each vertex ,iv  of degree ia  for ,1 ni ≤≤  the 

sum of iS  is at least ,ia  because there exist the label one and this 

implies that the algorithm is convergence by the following proof. 
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We do this labelling with the mentioned algorithms in Section 2. In 
fact, we will show that the algorithms are convergence for each vertex iv  

for integer ( ).1 nii ≤≤  In the first, we order the vertices with their 

degrees in a descending sequence by the ordering algorithm. This 
labelling algorithm runs on vertex 1v  and edge-labels with number 3. So 

11 3aS =  in which ( ).deg 11 va =  

Now run the algorithm for the vertex .2v  If the vertex 2v  is co-layer 

with ( )( )121 deg.,i.e; avv =  and 21, vv  are adjacent ( ),21 Evv ∈  reduce 

one unit from the latest edge of ,2v  and .13 112 SaS ≠−=  and if 

.3, 1221 aSEvv =∈/  Also if the vertex 2v  is not co-layer with ,1v  then 

( ) ,deg 122 aav ≠=  and .3 22 aS =  

Suppose that the algorithm runs for the vertex ,,, 13 −ivv  for each 

integer i, and then obtain .,, 13 −iSS …  Now we show that it acts for any 

vertex .iv  Suppose that ( ) ,deg ii dv =  that iv  is in the layer r, where 

.ri ad =  So these vertices are adjacent with iX  or ivX  vertex 1v  until 

.1−iv  Thus, it is adjacent with ( )ii Xd −  numbers of the vertices 1+iv  until 

nv  that are not coloured and edges are not labelled. Suppose that iY  be 

the sum of labels of iX  preceding edges of ,iv  that is, ( ).1
1 ji

i
ji vvfY ∑ −
=

=  

Since the labels are from numbers 1, 2, and 3, we have 

( ) .3:I iii XYX ≤≤  

Also from Definition 2.4, 

( ) .:II iii dXER ≤≤  

Hence with respect to the algorithm labels all of ( )ii Xd −  remaining 

edges have number 3. So 

( ) .333 iiiiiii XYdYXdS −+=+−=  
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Now (I) implies that 

.2333333 iiiiiiiiiiii XdXXdYXdSXXd +≤−+≤+−=≤−+  

It follows that, 

.323 iiiiii YXdSXd +−=≤−  

Now from (II), we have 

.3223 iiiiiii dSddXSd ≤≤⇒≤≤−  

For the above inequality, we can show that the labelling algorithm holds 
for .11, −≤≤ nivi  This means that for all vertex iv  the labelling 

algorithm return iS  in the favorite bound, such that for all ,Evv ji ∈  

( ) { }3,2,1∈jivvf  and .ji SS ≠  

When ,ni =  we have ( )ji
n
jn vvfY ∑ −
=

= 1
1  and 

,1−≤== nXda nnt  

and 

( ) .3 nnnnn YXdSY +−==  

Thus (I)  implies that 

( ).deg33 ninnn vdSYd =≤=≤  

Now the proof of Theorem 1.1 is complete. 
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